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FOR T HE I_ZESS -- 1957
No,

ST__. B_ T_ F2ESDm_
UPON wrs MESSAGE TO CONGRESS_UESTING
AUTHeaZZATZ0NTO _aZ_QZ_T0_ac_ TH_

TRU_Z_S_A_ FORTH__C_ZC XS_-

Today I have requested the Congress-to enact

legisla_ionauthorizin_ me to approve on behalf of the

United States, the Trusteeship A_reement between the

Security C o_neil el-the United Nations and the United

States of America. The A_reement. provides that the

M_rianas, Ue_oline, an_ Marshall Islands formerly•

mandated to .Japan shall be placed under the interna-

tional trusteeship system of the United Nations and.

administered by the United States. It was approved

by the Security Council on April 2, 1957.

Upon this occasion I should like to reaffirm what

I have said on. other occasions that the policy of the

United States is to support the United Nations with all

its resources as a permanent partnership; this policy

has the support of the overwhelmi_ majority of the "

_rlcan.people. I should like also to say.again that

America:haS long been a symbol of freedom and democratic

progress to peoples less favored than we have been and

that we musk continue to-Justify their o0n_idence in us

by our policies and o_tr acts.

This
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This occasion serves to emphasize the steadfast

subscription of the United States to these principles.

Upon presenting formally to the Security Council on

February 26, 19_7, the terms upon which we would be

prepared to place the former Japanese Nandated Islands

under international trusteeship, the United States

Representative stated:

"It is the profound belief of the Government

of the United States and of the American people

that the administration of these islands by the

United States in accordance with the terms of

this . .. agreement would contribute both to the

maintenance of international peace and security

and to the well-being and advancement of the

inhabitants of the islands."

_ the _:_im_, the favorable action which the

Security Council has accorded _he United States pro-

posals serves to demonstrate the faith of the United

Nations in our pledge to administer the territory in

accordance with the terms of the agreement and the

provisions of the Charter.

I firmly believe that the United States, by

carrying out fully the terms of the agreement, will

fulfill the obligations entrusted to it by the United

Nations.


